We open on the shot of the Razer Stream Controller amongst an RGB streaming setup.

Instant control. Infinite creativity.

A male streamer puts on his headset, as we cut to a similar shot of a female streamer doing the same in her all-pink setup.

She waves to the camera, greeting her fans.

We cut back to our male streamer in the midst of gaming. Halfway through, he stops momentarily to adjust a setting on the stream controller with a quick tap, which conveniently brings up another window.

The female streamer turns a knob on the controller, easily adjusting her audio levels.

Text appears: All-in-one stream controller

The camera cuts to a closeup of the controller, highlighting its programmable digital keypad.

Text appears: 12 Haptic Switchblade Keys

A finger reaches out and taps one of the keys, causing emojis to suddenly flood our male streamer’s stream. He laughs and chats enthusiastically with his viewers.

Text appears: Total control at your fingertips

The camera cuts to a closeup of the controller once again, as a hand reaches out to turn one of six built-in knobs.

Text appears: 6 tactile analog dials

The music volume of the video drops in sync with the turning of the dial. As the knob is turned up, the music volume goes back to normal.

Text appears: On-the-fly audio adjustments

We cut to our female streamer swiping her finger across the controller, cycling through different sets of keys for various uses.

Text appears: Intuitive organization and organization, streaming, productivity, photo editing, video editing

The camera cuts to a closeup of the controller, this time as a finger presses one of eight built-in buttons.

Text appears: Quick access to layouts and actions, 8 programmable buttons

With each button press, the digital keys instantly swap between layouts.

The finger exits the frame, as the camera cuts out to the female streamer chatting with her viewers.

We cut to a shot of the controller under a spotlight. As it swirls around slowly, countless icons erupt from the controller, highlighting its compatibility with a vast range of programs.
Text appears: Compatible with leading streaming software

A wallpaper of icons appears behind the controller.

Text appears: Countless icon packs for customized layouts

We end on the shot of the Razer Stream Controller amongst an RGB streaming setup.

Text appears: Instant control. Infinite creativity. Razer Stream Controller.

Razer logo appears.